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 WATER MATTERS, PART 5    

PROCEEDINGS 

 

The Cost of Clean Water and Who Pays  
When Rivers and Streams Become Impaired? 

 

Thursday, April 12, 2018, 7:00 to 9:00 PM 

Hinesburg Town Hall 

 

This April 2018 Water Matters event was attended by approximately 50 people from Hinesburg, 

Charlotte, Shelburne, South Burlington, Lincoln and Ferrisburgh. The event was sponsored by 

Responsible Growth Hinesburg, Lewis Creek Association, Lake Iroquois Association, South 

Chittenden River Watch, Hinesburg Planning Commission, New England Grassroots Environment 

Fund and Vermont Natural Resources Council. Below are summary comments from each speaker and 

resulting discussions with the audience. Follow-up from this event will inform the sponsors’ 2018 

activities with regard to town plan and regulation updates, stream monitoring designs/objectives and 

local education/outreach with regard to water quality, conservation and stormwater resiliency. While 

partners from Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation could not attend, Commissioner 

Emily Boedecker shared, “I am moved to respond that you are the inspiration.  Water Matters is such 

a thoughtful discussion series that seeks to get to the root of water quality conservation issues and the 

decisions that communities are faced with. I won’t be able to join you on Thursday but so appreciate 

the work that you are undertaking.” Proceedings prepared by Jeannine McCrumb and Marty Illick, 

Photos are courtesy of John Kiedaisch. 

 

Statements in bold below are from the program for the evening. 

 

 

7:00-7:15  Marty Illick – Director, Lewis Creek Association  

  Alex Weinhagen - Hinesburg Town Planner  

Introduction 

In recognition of Hinesburg’s three planning priorities involving tighter regulations, 

strengthened education outreach and forward-looking implementation of stormwater 

treatment practices, tonight we will explore how to keep municipal expenses in check by 

avoiding water pollution that comes with costly fixes. We will learn how the economics of clean 

water is linked to affordable village living, and how rural Vermont towns can be “Ahead of the 

Storm” and better prepared for climate change by planning ahead, avoiding stream 

impairment, adopting low cost prevention standards and regulations to ensure  our villages 

remain available for people of all economic backgrounds.  

                                               

           



 

Marty Illick, Executive Director of the Lewis Creek Association, introduced herself and thanked the 

Lake Iroquois Association and the South Chittenden River Watch for their water quality education 

activity and fieldwork. She said that thanks to the collective work of these various local groups, the 

LaPlatte River watershed is ‘data rich’. She also acknowledged the Hinesburg Planning Commission 

and Responsible Growth Hinesburg as partners in water quality planning and education efforts.  She 

explained that one of the purposes of the presentation was to provide an opportunity for others to see 

the information collected and hear their thoughts on actual water quality improvement strategies that 

consider site level physical constraints in village areas. Ms. Illick reaffirmed the high cost of surface 

water management and water quality cleanup statewide and the importance of local engagement and 

thoughtful contributions to this effort.  She asked the audience to think about the need for a cultural 

shift as an essential component of the long-term cleanup effort, noting that a prevention approach 

now can make it possible for future generations to afford to live in our village areas.  She summarized 

this shift as moving from a mindset of expensive crisis management to one of affordable pollution 

prevention. Ms. Illick then introduced Alex Weinhagen, Hinesburg Town Planner.   

 

Alex also thanked the various watershed groups for their work.  He said it was important to make 

towns think about these issues and keep them in the forefront in decision-making.  He outlined the 

work that had been done by the Hinesburg Planning Commission, one of the program sponsors, in 

recent years.  Most notably, he referenced local stormwater regulations that were instituted in 2013.  

Hinesburg regulations require stormwater plans for projects with 10,000 square feet or more of 

impervious surface.  This threshold is lower than that required by the state.  Mr. Weinhagen said the 

Planning Commission has been working with the Selectboard in Hinesburg to take a leadership role 

in water quality planning, particularly in existing developed areas.  He mentioned LCA’s Ahead of 

the Storm projects including the rain garden on Silver Street and Rte 116 near the community school, 

the new town garage stormwater system, and the Beecher Hill Brook floodplain restoration projects.  

Lastly, Mr. Weinhagen pointed to the importance of educating citizens about stormwater and having 

water quality and stormwater be a consistent presence in all town matters.  He noted that the Planning 

Commission is currently looking at several village area regulations and they are keeping stormwater 

concerns front and center in these discussions.   

 

7:15- 7:45 Roy Schiff – Milone and McBroom, Inc., Long time consulting engineer and  

  scientist for Lewis Creek Association and Town of Hinesburg. 

 

Roy will present hydrology studies of the watershed and Village Growth Center, including a 

build-out scenario. He will review Hinesburg Village opportunities for stormwater treatment to 

sustain an affordable and beautiful Village area, and discuss monitoring nearby stream 

conditions to track stream health changes over time as the village grows. 

 

Roy Schiff presented “Stormwater Runoff and Treatment Opportunities.  Mr. Schiff introduced 

himself as an engineer with Milone and McBroom, Inc.  He acknowledged Jessica Louisos who could 

not attend.  Mr. Schiff’s presentation was designed to describe some stormwater basics and then use 

this information to consider treatment options in the village area.  He first discussed urban runoff, 

noting that it not only altered the quality of the water by washing surface materials directly into 

waterways but it also altered the quantity of water sent to those waterways and to groundwater 

through high infiltration soils and recharge areas.  Increased runoff water due to increasing 

impervious surfaces and low infiltration soils can lead to channel erosion which may contribute to 

water quality problems.  Mr. Schiff referenced well-known studies that indicate that just 5-10% of 

impervious surface within a watershed area can negatively affect water quality, aquatic habitat and 

stream stability.  He summarized the mapping exercise undertaken to show existing conditions – 

natural and manmade – and future conditions with buildout as permitted under Hinesburg’s current 

land use regulations.  He displayed maps of the LaPlatte River watershed and its subwatershed 
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catchment areas and discussed basic flow patterns within the town.  He also showed a map of soil 

types, explaining that it is the soils that determine how water will or won’t run across the land.  This 

map can also help identify future areas for less expensive nature based stormwater treatment 

practices.  Mr. Schiff explained that the watershed consists largely of tight clay soils.  Soil hydrology 

and existing structures including stormwater infrastructure were mapped for the village area to model 

current stormwater peak runoff patterns and potential areas for infiltration.   Results indicated that 

much of the village area produces high volumes of runoff directly to rivers and streams with few 

opportunities to infiltrate and recharge groundwater supply. Next, Milone and McBroom added a 

layer of impervious representing a theoretical full build out under Hinesburg’s current land use 

regulations.  The results of this analysis: not only did peak discharge amounts increase substantially 

(~50% higher on average) but they occurred sooner.  Mr. Schiff discussed potential areas for 

infiltration and highlighted LCA’s Ahead of the Storm Silver Street rain garden project which 

captures and infiltrates a substantial amount of village runoff and was relatively inexpensive to build.  

He also pointed out opportunities to improve existing infrastructure.  For example, he noted that grass 

lined swales / ditches could be refurbished with “rougher” vegetation and / or rock to slow water 

down and allow more infiltration.   

 

? - What is the ratio of rain garden size to land area treated?   

RS – It depends on soils, land use, drainage area, etc. of your property, and its larger drainage area. 

He reiterated that when thinking property projects in the context of its larger subwatershed or 

catchment area, you really don’t want more than 5-10% of impervious in the ‘watershed’ that you’re 

treating. Otherwise, erosion and impacts to stream channel stability become likely. 

 

Mr. Schiff said that the town is currently working with the Regional Planning Commission to identify 

opportunities for improvement along public road rights of way and parking areas.   

 

Mr. Schiff discussed how his company has compiled LCA 

and VT DEC data to create LCA’s Water Quality Scorecard 

Map (LCA/LCBP, 2015).  This included biological (e.g. 

insects and fish), chemical (e.g. phosphorus, nitrogen 

chloride, E. coli) and physical characteristics (e.g. turbidity, 

solids, channel stability). The Scorecard Map depicts very 

high phosphorus throughout the watershed, low biology 

values and numerous eroding stream reaches. He provided 

the following recommendations to be used by towns and 

other interest groups.   

 

a. Find areas of high filtration and conserve 

b. Keep implementing water quality improvement 

projects 

c. Adopt buffer and LID requirements 

d. Implement LID outreach programs 

e. Use stormwater treatment potential to guide 

development 

f. Require simple low-tech treatments on smaller 

development projects and private and public 

roadways 

            g.  Other- see full presentation at www.lewiscreek.org 

 

? - Bob Hyams – Are there enough treatment areas available to support the full build out?   

RS – There are ways, but they would be very expensive due to the tighter soils and high water tables. 



 

? - Andrea Morgante– New development would need state stormwater permits – what would they 

cover vs. not cover?   

RS – state permits would not necessarily be required for small area development.  Incremental 

development over time can lead to a need for larger stormwater fixes that can be costly, as is the 

situation in Shelburne. State permits do not address more extreme event volumes and consequent 

impacts on nearby streams and biology. Ahead of the Storm design practices demonstrate treatments 

that consider more extreme event volumes where possible. 

 

? – Can town regulations be stricter than state regulations?  

RS – Yes; Hinesburg regulates at 10,000 s.f. (1/4 acre) while state minimum is 1 acre.  

 

? John Kiedaisch – Need for follow-up monitoring to track management and effectiveness of 

stormwater controls? Designs are based on models, right?   

RS – Yes, it’s important to monitor to evaluate whether control is working.  Models are based on data 

from other projects.  State and town oversight of treatments/controls can be insufficient. This is an 

area of improvement opportunity. 

 

Amos Baehr – What are the maintenance costs associated with softer, lower impact designs or green 

infrastructure designs?   

RS – It depends on type; maintenance commonly involves removal of sediment, maintenance of 

plants and log check dams etc.  Still believes less costly over time than larger structural installations.   

 

Amos Baehr– Will we need to test the sediment removed during maintenance of stormwater 

treatment features?     

RS – Yes depending on where it drains.  For example, if collecting runoff from paved roads, it may 

contain oils and greases, salt and sand.  This should be a budgeted cost as should all maintenance. 

 

 

7:45- 8:10 Krista Hoffsis – LCA/South Chittenden River Watch - LaPlatte River, Thorp Brook 

  and Kimball Brook  

  Pat Suozzi - Lake Iroquois Association - Patrick Brook  

 

We will hear about Patrick Brook and LaPlatte water quality sampling plan purposes and 

current stream conditions. How close are these streams to being impaired? What are the 

possibilities for establishing a new trend monitoring plan to better service the town, keep 

village planning on track, and help avoid costly impairment fees? 

 

Krista Hoffsis introduced herself and 

acknowledged Pat Suozzi who was in the audience.  

Ms. Hoffsis explained that the Vermont Stream 

Water Quality Standards define standards for 

“clean streams” and biological health.  Streams are 

rated for impairment based on these standards.  

Stream standards are based on low flow conditions 

when biological conditions are best.  

 

Ms. Hoffsis then introduced the concept of lake 

loading from streams as related to the EPA’s  

Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL).  Lake 

loading is defined as the amount of nutrients like 

Phosphorus that move to the lake, most notably 
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during high flow storm events.  She stated that currently 85% of the phosphorus loading to the lake 

occurs during larger “high flow” events.  Based on this information, LCA/SCRW created a lake 

oriented sampling plan to capture high flow events as a way to locate hot subsheds that are impacting 

Lake Champlain’s rate of eutrophication.  With regard to stream health and low or base flow studies, 

Ms. Hoffsis noted that biological health stations are monitored by the State.  Recent data from up- 

and downstream of the Hinesburg wastewater treatment plant outfall indicate that stream biology 

health is trending downward.  VT DEC, LIA and SCRW sampling plans are being reviewed to 

maximize their utility for Hinesburg village master planning and to target water quality improvement 

opportunities. She explained that currently SCRW also monitors long-term trend stations in 

Shelburne and Charlotte.  Baseline studies occurred from 2004-2014, while long-term trend/ high 

flow data results are available as of 2014. SCRW also conducts select bracket monitoring to monitor 

new treatment locations.   

 

Hoffsis said that the LaPlatte is considered impaired based on phosphorus and E. coli concentrations, 

and that the lower reaches of McCabe’s and Kimball Brooks are stressed for phosphorus and stream 

instability. See www.lewiscreek.org – “2017 Sampling Results for LaPlatte, Thorp and Kimball 

Brook Watersheds”(South Chittenden River Watch, 2018).  In 2018, the LIA plans to begin 

monitoring on Patrick Brook and its confluence with the LaPlatte.  Ms. Hoffsis reported that 

extensive monitoring continues to occur along headwater tributaries that feed Lake Iroquois. This 

monitoring is being done by the Lake Iroquois Association to inform water quality improvement 

projects at Lake Iroquois, a headwater area of Patrick Brook.   

 

? - Peter Erb. Do state standards address disturbances caused by animals or are they not considered 

manmade disturbances? 

Karen Bates – Impacts such as E.coli from domestic animals such as cows and pets could be cause 

for impairment designation. As per VT Standards, impairment status may be due to “agricultural 

runoff.” Clean up plans for agriculture are largely managed by the Ag Agency. 

 

?-  Chuck Reiss. How does the severity of storms impact streams and how do we deal with that?   

KH /MI – With more frequent 

extreme weather events, stream 

channel shapes are adjusting to 

accommodate more frequent larger 

flow volumes. MI referred to the 

Ahead of the Storm East Thompson’s 

Point Road swale/ditch with 

bioretention areas that were 

designed for more severe storm 

events because the land adjacent to 

the right of way was available.  This 

roadside flow is now being treated 

before discharging to Thorp Brook. 

 

?-Karl Novak. Are we monitoring for 

other things in water – herbicides, 

nanoparticles and plastics? 

KH – SCRW monitors nutrients,  

E coli, chloride and sediments.  
The State monitors other parameters. 

 

 

http://www.lewiscreek.org/


? - What is a high flow storm?   

KH – In our geographic area, a storm that yields >75 cubic ft per second on USGS LaPlatte stream 

gauge as determined based on historical gauge data. This is when clay particles are moving in the 

water column. High flow is also characterized when stream channel are full to the top of their banks.  

Flood flows are characterized when stream channels are overtopping onto adjacent flood plains. 

 

? - Not based on amount of rain but also watershed characteristics.  Right?  

KH Yes, that’s correct.  Tighter soils, saturation of soils, seasonal aspects, and steeper slopes result in 

more or less runoff.  There was a brief discussion on the value and challenges of chasing storms and 

capturing high flow events.   

 

? -  Discussion on what state permit would capture.   

KH/RS – State designs are not designed to manage larger flow events since their focus is to address 

the more frequent events that carry the first flush of pollutants. LCA’s Ahead of the Storm designs 

address larger weather events and  the full drainage area associated with the parcel’s treatment 

location—where possible. See Ahead of the Storm Program here.   

 

?- Do you have any AOTS projects on agricultural land?  

MI – Charlotte’s East Thompson’s Point Road and Mack Farm, and Monkton’s Last Resort Farm. 

The Last Resort Farm is not yet designated as an AOTS project as we are currently monitoring long-

term effectiveness of the Monkton site’s new innovative design.   

 

?- Alex  Weinhagen.  What about bug and fish data variability?  How frequently does DEC monitor 

and what is their protocol? 

Karen Bates offered to respond to this question as part of her presentation.   

 

 

8:10- 8:30 Karen Bates- State Basin Planner for the LaPlatte Watershed  

 

How did it happen that Shelburne faces increasing fees for stormwater impairment in the 

Munroe Brook watershed, and why did Shelburne and VTrans get caught by surprise with a 7 

million dollar fee to fix 

stormwater related problems in 

the Munroe Brook watershed?  

How can Hinesburg plan to be 

“Ahead of the Storm” and be 

more prepared for more extreme 

weather events? What can 

Hinesburg do now to avoid larger 

town costs associated with more 

expensive built stormwater 

systems? 

 

Marty introduced Karen Bates, the 

Northern Lake Champlain basin 

planner with the State of Vermont. 

Karen opened by thanking the group 

for taking on such important work 

including stream monitoring.   

 

http://www.lewiscreek.org/ahead-of-the-storm
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Karen noted that the current VT DEC bioassessment monitoring program occurs approximately once 

every 5 years.  She explained that this is based on historical data and future plans identified by towns 

and others within the watershed.  She added that the Bioassessment program is limited by resources.   

 

Ms. Bates moved on to talking about the costs incurred by the residents of Shelburne due to little to 

no stormwater planning associated with historical development.  She was referring to the lower 

School Street neighborhood in the McCabe’s Brook watershed, and the Munroe Brook, which was 

found to be stormwater impaired based on flow volumes that degrade stream biology health. Impaired 

flows include dry streambeds and high peak flows (flashy streams) that erode the channel and 

degrade biological health. In 2008, the Town was required to develop a corrective action plan.   

Recent work by a State Department of Environmental Conservation (VTDEC) consultant identified 

23 potential projects that had to be built to bring the stream back into equilibrium.  The cost of these 

improvements is estimated at $7 million of which up to $4.8 million dollars must be afforded by the 

town.  The Town is considering budgeting for a stormwater utility.  Ms. Illick noted there are also 

increased administrative costs associated with establishing a utility.   

 

? - What is the land use surrounding Munroe Brook and where is the Munroe Brook? 

KB – The Munroe Brook watershed comprises largely suburban development and Kwineaska golf 

course with its headwaters beginning in the hills east of Route 7 and discharging into Shelburne Bay 

near where Bay Road joins Route 7. It is north of and adjacent to the LaPlatte watershed. LCA 

consultant Bill Hoadley, a resident of the Munroe watershed, completed the Munroe Brook water 

quality study in 2005 with volunteer students from VT Commons School. He coordinated with the 

VT DEC stream bioassessment program to update the Munroe Brook bioassessments. It is important 

to note that many Vermont streams are not monitored and so stream health conditions remain 

unknown. 

 

? Joanna Cummings. How to allocate who’s 

responsible for what? Why should I have to pay 

for past development mistakes?  

KB – This is the question of the day for legislators 

and citizens.  At present there is modeling 

information and limited site level studies to help 

identify what comes from where.  There are certain 

areas that are public uses where an all-in approach 

will be used.  

 

?- Andrea Morgante noted that towns can be liable 

for a situation created by a developer.  She said 

this demonstrates the importance of implementing 

prevention measures at this time.  Karen Bates  

and Marty Illick touched on the lack of funding 

available for prevention versus remedial work.  

And Towns may be called upon to oversee 

approved maintenance plans for larger 

subdivisions. Town Subdivision Regulations can 

call for stormwater plans to be implemented  

where necessary. 

 

? – Shall we map prime treatment infiltration areas 

and keeping off limits to development? 

AW – Yes, but how do we get water into those 



areas if not near development?  Should we engineer a way to get it there and is that effective?   

RS – Most of watershed is bad/low infiltration soils. He thought the solution would be part 

engineered and part planned.  He noted that village area development may incur more engineering 

solutions that can be costly. There was additional comment on who should be responsible for costs 

associated with past practices.   

 

Catherine Goldsmith noted that the legislature will soon be taking comments regarding the  

next 50 years of Act 250.    

 

Dan Albrecht with the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission gave a brief overview of 

work being done to ensure that local roads have stormwater treatment in place.  He said that 

Hinesburg and other non MS4 towns are now subject to a municipal roads general permit.  CCRPC 

has inventoried town roads and prioritized the problem areas (e.g. insufficient berms, road crowning, 

erosion prone ditches and culverts).  He added that grant funding, requiring 20 percent town match, is 

available for treatment of problem areas.  Dan asked Hinesburg to pay particular attention to some of 

the steeper roads in town.   

 

Andrea Morgante noted that historical right-of-way widths can be challenging and may not provide 

enough area for optimal treatment strategies.  Similar to the Charlotte East Thompson’s Point Road 

and Mack farm project, she referred to a recent Hinesburg project involving State owned land where 

the town was given permission to use the adjacent land for the overland flow or water from the town 

road and ditch and other stormwater improvements. In the Charlotte project, the adjacent landowner 

agreed to grant an easement to the town for upgrading the stormwater treatment practice while using 

the private property land. 

 

Participants enjoyed homemade desserts and a chance to study maps and other table-top materials, all 

while conversing with speakers and other attendees. 

 

 
 


